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Celebrating Roberto Clemente Community Academy's 40th Anniversary

Remembering the Founding of
Roberto Clemente Community Academy

r

Let's see if what Clemente has recently
started will do justice to the students ...
Oscar Lopez Rivera
May 29, 2015 will mark the 34 th anniversary of the arrest and imprisonment, of Oscar Lopez Rivera, making him the longest held political pris oner in the history of Puerto Rico. A petition seeking his immediate release awaits President Obama's signature. Puerto Rican civil society,, the
United Nations Decolonization Committee, Nobel Peace Prize laureates are among the many voices urging the president to release him.

Oscar Lopez Rivera with daughter, Clarisa

From 1968 up to 1974, our community
struggled to get a new high school. Every step of the way, it was a challenge
that called for a lot of work. The first
challenge was to convince the Chicago
Board of Education that the community
needed a new school. We marched,
picketed, even went to Superintendent
Dr. Redmond's home and didn't stop
working until finally the Board of Education approved the construction of a
new school for the community. During
that time, Maria Cerda was a member of
the Board and she helped to get the new
school built.
We thought we had won the battle but,
as soon as we had received the good
news, a local politician stepped in. It
was Alderman Thomas Keanne who
would have the final say. We wanted
the school to be built in Humboldt

Park. The reason for this was that we
didn't want to lose any more residents
of the community and the park was the
ideal site for the new school. However,
Aid. Keanne had other plans. He owned
a tract of property on Western and Division and chose it as the site for the new
school. He had the help of some un·
scrupulous Puerto Ricans to help him
push for the school not to be built in the
park. Once the Alderman decided the
site for the new school was on Western
and Division, we knew we had lost yet
another battle.
We wanted a new principal for the new
high school and an academic program
that would meet the needs of the student body. We interviewed a lot of
people and one person stood out. He
had many good ideas for innovative academic programs and wanted the community to be involved in the school.
We submitted his name to the Board of
Education, but they had already picked
a different candidate: Dr. Pick. She had
been the principal of Lowell Elementary and was a complete failure in that
school, which had a large number of
Puerto Rican students. When she ar·
rived at Clemente, her program for the
new school was to teach the female stu·
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dents to be secretaries and the males to
do sports and ROTC.
We protested the decision and rejected
such an incompetent and insensitive
principal. The Board responded by
transforming the new school into a po·
lice station. Carmen Valentin, who was
a counselor, was fired. Other teachers
were pushed out and Dr. Pick made
the school the mess that it became. We
even had to struggle to get the school
named after Roberto Clemente.
We got a new high school, but it was
not what we had really struggled for.
The curriculum, the physical enviro nment, the principal and the teachers the
school needed were not taken into con ·
sideration once the school was open.
The site of Division and Western caused
the community to lose many fam ilies
who had lived there for years, as well as
some of the small businesses that pro·
vided jobs to members of the com mu ·
nity. But there was always hope. Let's
see if what Clemente has recently start·
ed will do justice to the students, to the
teachers, to the parents and to the community and hope that, in the future, it
becomes the best school in Chicago.
Keep up the good work!

..I
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Principal's Welcome
Marcey Sorensen
I am excited to
welcome you
to our school
and glad you
have chosen to
celebrate 40
years of community education with us. This weekend is the culmination of 40 years of work and struggle
that have brought us to this most important moment in our history. We are
embarking on a new frontier, seeking
new challenges such as becoming an International Baccalaureate World School,
and looking forward to higher levels of
academic success for our young people.
But we must never forget where we
have come from, the fight that we have
had to endure to ensure that Roberto
Clemente Community Academy is a
school for us, for our children, and our

....

Liz Ke ll ey
For the past two years, Clemente has
been pursuing authorization from the
International Baccalaureate Organization (180) to offer the Middle Years Programme, Diploma Programme, and Career-Related Certificate. Currently in the
third year of this process, Clemente will
submit final documentation and host
verification teams three times this year.
The school anticipates receiving final authorization before the end of the 2014-15
school year, allowing students to choose
from the entire range of programming
starting in Fall 2015. Feedback from the
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many more hurdles to overcome. I am
confident that together, all of us - parents, students, community members,
and teachers - can achieve anything we
put our minds to accomplishing.
Roberto Clemente was an
activist, a humanitarian, and a fighter
himself. He fought for racial equality,
for those who had less than he did, and
for the basic human rights of others. He
risked his own life, and ultimately gave
his own life, for others. Roberto Clemente Community Academy students,
staff, parents, and community members
embrace his spirit and those who still
fight for equity and against injustice. I
thank you for joining us this weekend
and I invite you to continue to support us as we seek to become not only
the best school in Chicago, but the best
school in the world.

.~.;. ~-- Clemente Pioneers Wall-to-Wall lB

......
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children's children. We have a bright future and we know this because our rich
history and our undying belief in our
school, our community, and our children tells us so.
I would like to take a brief moment to thank the community, the parents, and the students of Roberto Clemente Community Academy for allowing
me to be a part of this work. I am not
from Humboldt Park, I am not a Puerto
Rican, and I am not African-American.
I am just a woman who shares a vision
of excellence for the education of children. We share our hearts, our minds,
our thoughts, and we share our work.
We have indeed become family. You
have let me in and allowed me to lead
our school into its next phase of growth
and into its next era of struggle. We will
have many more fights ahead of us,
many more mountains to climb, and
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IB Career
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1B Subject
Certificate(s)

CTE w ith IB Core
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180 so far has been very positive, and
the staff looks forward to completing
their journey toward authorization.

While many schools in the Chicagoland
area offe r I8 programs, the Clemente
community is especially proud to be
one of five schools pionee ring a "wallto-wall" approach. Under this model,
all freshmen and sophomores participate in the Middle Years Programme,
consisting of instruction within the 18
framework, community service, and
the Personal Project. An honors option
is available to those who are ready for
accelerated coursework in preparation
for the 18 Diploma Programme. During their sophomore year, students will

Celebrating Roberto Clemente Community Academy's 40th Anniversary
choose from various pathways for completing their education at Clemente:

· IB Subject Certificates: can
be attained by students who
take
individual
Diploma
Courses and test successful ly
at the end of their senior year.

• Diploma Programme: a comprehens ive and challenging pre-uni versity program for academ ica lly
advanced and high ly motivated
students in grades 11and 12 . Students
will take 6 courses, as we ll as the IB
Core: a Theory of Knowledge class,
the Extended Essay, and the Community, Service & Action project.
· I B Career-related Certificate: a
pathway that offers career training in either Cu linary Arts, Broadcast Techno logy, or Allied Hea lth,
whil e provid ing the opportunity
to take 2 Dip loma Programme
courses and the IBCC Core .

· CTE with IB Core: allows students to study Culinary Arts,
Broadcast Technology, or Allied
Health, while also engaging in
or more 18 Core experiences.
1

Through this approach, all students
are given access to a high-quality education, rather than reserving it for only the top performers.

e

In addition to their own authorization, the 1B Coordinator-Designates
at Clemente also mentor two nearby
schools as they embark on the application process: Jose De Diego and Moos
Elementary. The successful authorization of all three schools would allow
community students to participate in 1B
classes from 6th grade through senior
year, equipping them with the skills
and conceptual understandings needed
fo r postsecondary success. The future
is bright for Humboldt Park students!

Liz Ke lley is the 18 Coordinator-Des ignate for Roberto Clemente Commun ity
Academy.

.
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Honors
Coursework

Introductory
CTE course

Introductory
CTE course

Personal
Project

Personal
Project

Personal
Project

.I
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Personal
Project

Community students interested in 1B honors,Diploma Programme must apply.
CTE applications are highly recommended for community students interested in career programs.
No application is needed for community students interested in the College Prep pathway.
City-wide applicants may apply for either 1B honors, Diploma Programme or CTE at oae.cps.edu.

I

1147 N Western Ave

(773) 534-4000
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40 Years of Struggle, Resistance, and Education
Jessie Fuentes
why the RCCA family is so proud and
passionate about this 40th Anniversary.

It was in the lower level of Lech Walesa
Hall at Northeastern Illinois University
where I found my identity, my passion,
and my drive for activism. Que Ondee
Sola is no ordinary magazine, it is a
publication that tells the story of many,
the story that popular media will never
bother to publish. Que Ondee Sola for
the past 41 years has highlighted political and historical figures that speak
to the Puerto Rican community; we
have highlighted community events,
accomplishments, and projects. It is
this very publication that has changed
the lives of many, because it is the only
publication where we can write things
that matter to us and our community.
In this particular edition we highlight
a very unique institution in the Humboldt Park community; that institution
is Roberto Clemente Community Academy (RCCA). RCCA will be celebrating
40 years of providing high-quality, relevant, and rigorous education for kids in
the Puerto Rican community. Most educational institutions do not "celebrate"
40 years the way RCCA will on September 19th and 20th, but there is a reason

In the 196o's, Puerto Ricans at Tuley
High School were placed in coat rooms
because they did not understand English, and Chicago Public Schools had
not wrapped their minds around Bilingual Education just yet. Tuley High
was extremely overcrowded and was
led by an administration that was exceedingly racist. The Humboldt Park
community refused to continue to live
under these conditions, so they spoke
up, they struggled, they protested, they
organized, and many dedicated their

lives to this cause. The Humboldt Park
community spent half a decade organizing before Roberto Clemente
Community Academy was built on
the corner of Division and Western,
and the students of Tuley moved over.
Roberto Clemente Community Academy is now an International Baccalaureate Candidate School, and will have
their verification visits this year to be
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authorized as an IB World School. This
is an institution that was built on community struggle, built on activists raising their voices for a cause that they
believed in, built on hope and faith that
one day this community will grow its

own. Forty years is an accomplishment,
so celebrate with us and join us in working relentlessly for another 40 years.
"Siempre En La Lucha;' as our comrade Oscar Lopez Rivera would say.
Jessie Fuentes is a Northeastern Ill ino is
Alumnus & former Que On dee Sola staff
writer. She is currently the RCCA School
Commun ity Representative.

Celebrating Roberto Clemente Community Academy's 40th Anniversary

The History of Roberto Clemente
Community Academy
Liz Ke ll ey
lhe educational institution that is now
Roberto Clemente Community Academy originally opened its doors in 1892
as Northwest Division High School, and
was known as Tuley High School from
1906 until 1974 when the school was
closed due to over-crowding. Staff and
students were moved across the street
to a new facility named Roberto Clemente High School, commemorating the
baseball Hall of Famer. lhe mission of
Roberto Clemente, who died while delivering humanitarian aid, persists in
the school's emphasis on student service projects and dedication to provid-

ing supports for students, families, and
the larger community. Academically,
Clemente has seen steady improvements in recent years, and hopes to
benefit from a staff dedicated to making
substantial school reform under new
leadership. Our freshman on-track and

drop-out rates are some of the most
successful in the area, and our AP/ 1B/
dual credit enrollment is rising quickly.
Students and parents are also attracted
to our professional-grade Culinary Arts,
Broadcast Technology and Allied Health
facilities, pervasive use of technology,
wrap-around support services, and successful athletic programs. Important
to our neighborhood community, the
school also emphasizes opportunities
within the arts such as the steel drum
band, Winter Concert, and a project
with the American lheater Company.

Beyond A Brick and Mortar Education:

Clemente's Commitment to the
21 st Century Scholar
A. F. Kulas
While the outside of Roberto Clemente
Community Academy remains the same,
the inner workings of our classrooms have
been evolving this summer.
Knowing
our students need to be prepared fo r the
21st century, we have been equipping our
classroo ms with current, innovative techno logy necessary for the students of Hum boldt Park. In develo ping our students it
is necessary for us not only to meet them
where they are, but to enhance them with
the best possibilities for them to su cceed
in a techn ological, post-secondary world.
Asa scholarlyco mmunitywe have revamped
all eight of our computer labs with advanced

of dollars into alternative technologies
and professional development oppo rtuni ties so that our teachers are able to bring
the world to their students' classrooms.

hardware and software. Additionally, we
have added over twenty interactive SMART
boards into our classrooms. Breaking away
from the traditional brick and mortar classrooms of chalk boards and wire-bound
notebooks, we have also invested thousands

7

As a commitment to the neighbo rhood
we will be dedicating more of ou r time
as teachers developing new and innovative high-tech curriculum th rough the
lens of International Baccalaureate Programme.
By embracing the blended
classroom model (textbooks and technology) in the classroom, the students
of Roberto Clemente Community Academy will be prepared for the 21st century.
•
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Culemente and Feeder Schools Revitalized
Marvin Garci a
Education. Mayor Rahm Emmanuel has
also given his support to the initiative.
The CAAC will respond to and address
the specific needs of all learners and their
families to ensure academic success and
prepare 21st century citizens who will
shape the future of their communities
and world. The CAAC has identified the
following outcomes over five years to
not only promote student and family
success, but to address the high cost of
the dropout rate to our local economy:
•Increase graduation rates at the
elementary and high school levels

The Humboldt Park "Community as a
Campus" (CAAC) initiative was adopted by the Community Action Council of
Humboldt Park Chicago and is an organic community plan conceived in 2009.
The CAAC initiative will create an educational environment framed within
the precepts of the International Baccalaureate academic standards, and transform all the schools within the designated area into "safe and inviting places
to explore the world '.' The centerpiece
of this initiative is the revitalization of
the local high school Roberto Clemente
Community Academy and the satellite
feeder schools with the participation of
community and institutional partners.
The initiative has garnered communitywide support and the backing of both
the Chicago Public School's CEO Barbara Byrd-Bennett and the CPS Board of

•Increase the number of graduating students entering post-second ary institutions
·Increase youth participation in
civic leadership, violence preven tion and in promoting a culture
of excellence through college and
career pathways and pipelines
initiatives
•Increase the level of parent participation in their children's learning (i.e. engaging in afterschool
programs, public library, and park
district activities)
·Increase parent participation in
continuing education and workforce training development
•Enhance educational options for
all students (i.e. International Baccalaureate, STEM, Fine Arts, Dual
Language, Montessori, 6-1oth
grade Lab School), wrap-around
services and career-to-work
programs

In order to meet this charge the CAAC
strategic planning committee seeks
to harness the social capital of our
community to support this education endeavor by integrating both
the public and the private sectors'
participation in the following action plan across the designated area:
•Implementation of a Pre-K-16 curriculum that is both vertically and horizontally aligned across all area schools:
•Development of an academic
pipeline infused with career pathways in the areas of technology
and informatics, health, engineering, manufacturing and the trades
aligned with "Skills for Chicagoland's Future" and the Illinois
Pathway initiative.
•Coordination of wrap-around
services throughout the CAAC for
parents, educators and students,
to address both their social
emotional and social economic
needs provided by a network of
community-based social service
agencies.
•Expand opportunities for early
engagement of learners in preschools and full-day kindergartens
aligned with the "Governor's Early
Learning Council'.'
•Create thematic options at the
elementary and high school
levels to include STEM, Montessori, Fine Arts and Culture, Dual
Language, Culinary Arts and Dual
Enrollment programs that build
on classroom learning which
are aligned with Common Core
and International Baccalaureate

e
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standards and outcomes.
•Provide alternatives for students
who drop out of school and need
programs that wil l fit their learning, and provide intense socioemotional support and workforce
development opportunities.
•Expand afterschoo l programs
that engage youth in the arts and
physica l activities.

vices to broaden learning opportunities for all family members and engage
youth in real life community building.
The CMC concept is an outgrowth of
the more than forty years of organizing and planning undertaken by the
Puerto Rican Cultural Center and com-

• Create three institutes that will
inform and implement the CAAC
concept and shared vision with
support from un iversity and
community partners: The Teacher
Administrative Leadersh ip Institute, The Parent Popu lar Education
Institute and The Youth Leadership
Institute.
• The deve lopment of a Community Engagement office to harness
community, institutional and
business resources to augment the
work of the sub-network office in
the areas of wrap around services
to families and teaching opportunities for schoo ls.

Community as a Campus Concept: Vision and Shared Values
With the establishment of the three
institutes, the CMC initiative will
transform education within the Humboldt Park community schools by
aligning curriculum from Pre-K to 16
and coordinating wrap-around ser-

Governance Board

Community
Engagement ,md
Collaboration

Youth

Leadership
Institute

All Schools will have:
A!igne<i Curriculum
18 Framewo r k
Common Core

Responsibilities or CAAC Governance Board
1. Hire, supervise. and evaJuate Directo rs of the Educa uon Institutes and
Community En~a~ement

School Focus:

2. R.nse Funds for Institut e work

Dual Language

3. Provide input and eva!uation of the Specia l Adm inistrator to CPS CEO
1. Pu ll togeth er all LSCs fo r schoo l improvement planning
5. Development o f safe passage routes/Safety Networ k

Arts Integration
STEM
Montessori
Career Pathways

mitted stakeholders of the Humboldt
Park Community, including West Town
Leadership United, Aspira, Near North
Neighborhood Network, Humboldt
Park Empowerment Project, Casa Central and various faith-based organizations. The CMC concept was created
on the belief viable communities exist
within the fabric of their ecosystems.
All public and private spaces need to
work together with the residents to create and reinforce shared values. For too
long the Humboldt Park community,
has not reached its full potential. Too
often important aspects of the life of
the community live in isolation; there
is too little dialogue and connectivity. It will take deliberate action on the

'

• Schools and community as safe
and inviting places to explore the
world
• Teachers as intel lectuals
• Teachers as listeners
• Parents/youth as engaged citizens in schoo ls and community
• Educational process of understanding the world about us, acting responsibly upon that world,
and transforming the world
• Success re-defined as increased
social responsibil ity and as transformative engagement
• Creating a commun ity of engaged and fulfilled learners from
pre-birth to the twilight years that
speaks to the citizensh ip of the 21St
Century
• Promotion of cu ltural diversity
as it re lates to the Humboldt Park
commun ity and hi storica lly defined by Puerto Ricans, Mexicans
and African-American residents.

.
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part of residents and institutions as to
identify the intersection of personal,
cultural, political, and social beliefs
and goals. The force of such work will
transform a community. The following shared values guide the work of the
CMC and the institutes in particular:

Community As A Campus Organizational Chart

•Coordinate and expand postsecondary career pathways into
hea lth, teaching, engineering,
techno logy, manufacturing and
urban agriculture and provide
retention services in col laboration with co llege and un iversity
partners and aligned with "Illi nois
Pub lic Agenda for Co ll ege and
Career Services'.'
• Address issues of violence with
prevention programs such as restorative justice and peace circles
with the support of institutional
partners.

e
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Yo_uth Tribute to Oscar Lopez Rivera
at Fiesta Boricua 2014
Al yssa Villegas

Oscar Lopez Rivera mural during
Fiesta Boricua

UIC Student Amber and community
member Matt Mccanna at the NHBRN kiosk

During Labor Day weekend, Humboldt
Park celebrated thet 21st anniversary
of Fiesta Boricua {Bandera a Bandera).
The presence of Oscar Lopez Ri·
vera was
felt
both
Saturday
and Sunday during the festival.
National Boricua Human Rights Network {NBHRN) staffed a kiosk as part
of the Youth Corridor initiative organized by the Youth Leadership Institute.
Que Ondee Sola editor-in-chief,
Alyssa Villegas, and co-editor, Re·
becca Rios, were among the group
of university and high school students participating in the petition
drive and staffing the NBHRN kiosk.

tendees to sign the petition to President Barack Obama calling for Oscar's
release. Thanks to the dedication of
volunteers, NBHRN was able to raise
almost $600 and obtain almost 900
signed petitions during the festival.

Members of the community, including former Puerto Rican political
prisoners Ricardo Jimenez and Edwin Cortes, entered a 6x9 cell, which
simulates Oscar's
cell. Each participant stayed in the cell until they
collected 33 dollars in donations.
While the cell was active, volunteers
walked among the crowd asking at-

In addition, the Network debuted a 25foot wide Oscar mural detailing some
of the issues he was involved in. This
mural, which showcased the artistic efforts of community artist John Vergara,
helped by Columbia College student
Jesse Iniguez, will aid the Network in
its educational work and will travel to
the different chapters and contact cities. Lastly, another 25-foot high Oscar
banner was mounted on the side of
building facing the main stage at Fiesta
Boricua where tens of thousands of onlookers were exposed to it. Fiesta Bo·
ricua closed with the captivating sounds
and rhythms of Puerto Rican legendary
musical figures Yova Rodriguez, Herman Olivera, Pirulo and Miguel Zenon.
With deep feelings and contagious emo-

QOS editor-in-chief Alyssa Villegas getting
Oscar petitions signed during Fiesta Boricua

tions, they performed and improvised a
musical tribute to the Puerto Rican pa·
triot Oscar Lopez Rivera, calling for his
release. This totally engaging experience

Former Puerto Rican po litical prisoner
Edwin Cortes in the cell.

moved the thousands of participants to
wave their Puerto Rican flags and fans
with Oscar's image in unison. From
the screen on the stage, Oscar's image
could be seen for blocks on his beloved "La Division" ·· all the way to Ro·
berto Clemente Community Academy,
which he helped to open 40 years ago.

Celebrating Roberto Clemente Community Academy's 40th Anniversary

·Reflecting on 40 Years
Marcey Sorense n
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In commemoration of the 40 th Anniversary of Roberto Clemente Community Academy, RCCA will host a
weekend of events that celebrate the
rich history and legacy of Roberto
Clemente the man, Roberto Clemente Community Academy's significant and historical place within the deserve a world-class education and
Humboldt Park community, and that this world class education can
the very promising future of our be found right here at Clemente.
school within an educational peda- Everyone you talk to in Humboldt
gogical framework. Our school was Park has a story, an experience, and a
founded on struggle as many might belief about Clemente as an instituremember, and on the belief that tion. We believe that Clemente, as
advocacy for our young people is at it sits in the shadows of the Puerto
the center of that struggle. There is Rican flags, is a beacon of hope and
and always has been a vision of eq- strength to our community, as it not
uity and access that will be realized
through the education of our youth.
Over the past 40 years, RCCA has had
its highs and lows, but has evolved
into one of the premier educational
institutions in Chicago with the recent naming of Clemente as a neighborhood Wall to Wall International
Baccalaureate Candidate school.
Clemente, unlike other schools, will
remain a neighborhood school for
all of our neighborhood students.
We believe strongly that our students

....

..
only represents Roberto Clemente
and his humanitarian efforts, but it
has continued to thrive and provide
opportunity for our young people
despite its many struggles. We are
extremely proud of the past 40 years
and look forward to 40 more.
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nirough the Eyes of the Clemente LSC
Planning Committee
Marcey Sorensen, Principal
Roberto Clemente Community Academy
Robert Hartwig, Assistant Principal
Jamie Crosen, Assistant Principal
Jackie Menoni, Former Resident Principal
Jessie Fuentes, School Community Representative

Dear Clemente Family and Friends:
In the spirit of education, the weekend will be filled with workshops and seminars that address different educational theories
and canons outside of the traditional Western lens. "fl1is includes the International Baccalaureate framework, critical race
theory, the educational impacts of immigration and sexism,
and other topics that stretch our lens beyond the mainstream
view. As a community, we will also embrace a variety of pedagogical frameworks of citizenship in the Americas.

Luis Salgado, Technology Coordinator
Milton Tanco, Media Specialist
Liz Kelley, 1B Middle Years Programme
Coordinator-Designate
Andrea Kulas, Curriculum Specialist
Mildred Amador, Broadcast Technology Instructor
Alejandro Luis Molina, Technologist
Jose E. Lopez, Executive Director
Puerto Rican Cultural Center
Marvin Garcia, Director Chicago Praxis Project
Alternative Schools Network (ASN)
Pablo Medina, Director
Inter Group Relations Education and Outreach,
Chicago Commission on Human Relations
Eliud Medina, Director
Near North Neighborhood Network
Judy Vazquez, President and Parent Representative
Clemente Local School Council (LSC)

Honoring our local educational history, there will be a reunion
for former graduates. During this time our community will reflect on the rich life of Roberto Clemente and commemorate
his legacy by showcasing a film, hosting a silent auction of Clemente artifacts, and unveiling the Clemente Alumni Wall of
Fame. Celebrations will conclude with a gala event at the National Museum of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture on September
20th, 2014.

"fl-lank you for joining us in honoring the outstanding life and
legacy of our namesake, and in embracing a future of educational excellence and active citizenship at Roberto Clemente
Community Academy.
Sincerely,
Judy Vazquez, President
Alejandro Molina, Secretary
Local School Council

~

Carmen Ortiz
Parent Representative, LSC
Cristina Pacione-Zayas, Education Director
Latino Policy Forum

HISPANIC HOUSING

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

William Gerstein, Director
Family and Community Engagement, CPS
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Celebrating Roberto Clemente Community Academy's 40th Anniversary
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Celebrating the Life of Clemente

40th Anniversary Program
Friday, September 19th, 6:oo to 9:00pm
Roberto Clemente Community Academy
Invited Guest: Roberto Clemente Jr.
Doors Open at 6:00pm
6:oo to 7:00pm: Clemente Open House/ Tour of facility
7:00 to 7:45pm : Opening Speech by Roberto Clemente Jr.I
Recognizing Clemente's own
7:45 to 7:50pm : Clemente Trailer by Matt Mccanna
7:50 to 8:30pm: Screening of Clemente Documentary
8:30 to 9:00pm: Split the Pot Drawing

Honorary Committee
Jesse Ruiz
Vice President, Chicago Board of Education
Carlos M. Azcoitia Distinguished Professor
of Practice, National Louis University
Roberto Maldonado, Alderman, 26 th Ward
Proco "Joe" Moreno, Alderman,

1't

Ward

Cynthia Soto, State Representative, 4th District
Iris Martinez, State Senator, 20 th District

Symposium: Saturday, September 20th, 9:00am to 1:45pm
Roberto Clemente Community Academy
8:oo to 9:00am : Breakfast
9:00 to 9:30am: Speaker Orlando Hernandez (Hostos College, NY)
9:30 to 10:15am: Symposium Opening by Principal Sorensen and Roberto Clemente Jr.
10:20 to 10:45am: Community as a Campus
10:50 to 11 :45am: Educational Canons and the 18 Philosophy Panel
12:05 to 12:50pm: Critical Race Theory
12:55 to 1:45pm: A Pedagogical Framework for Citizenship of the Americas

Gala: Saturday, September 20th, 6:oo to 10:00pm
6:oo to 6:30pm: Doors Open
6:30 to 7:00pm: Gala Opening by Principal Sorensen, Billy Ocasio and Jose Lopez
7:00 to 8:00pm: Dinner and Keynote by Pablo Medina
8:oo to 8:30pm: Special Performance by Bomba con Buya
8:30 to 10:00pm: Dance and Open Bar

Willie Delgado, State Senator, 2 nd District
Billy Ocasio, Executive Director
National Museum of Puerto Rican
Arts and Culture
Wilfredo De Jesus, Senior Pastor
New Life Covenant Church
Cong. Luis V. Gutierrez, Congressman, D-IL
Ray Vazquez
President, Board of National Museum of
Puerto Rican Arts and Culture
Eduardo Arocho, Director
Division Street Business
Development Association (DSBDA)
Carlos Hernandez, Executive Director
Puerto Rican Arts Alliance
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RCCA Symposium Guest Speakers
Roberto Clemente Jr.
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Roberto Clemente, Jr. is a
baseball broadcaster
and
former professional baseball
player from San
Juan,
Puerto
Rico. His father, Roberto
Clemente, was
the first Latin American player to compile 3,000 hits in Major League Baseball history. His mother, Vera Clemente,
is a celebrity as well, having for many
years hosted a telethon in Puerto Rico
in order to raise funds for the Ciudad
Roberto Clemente, a sporting complex located in Carolina, Puerto Rico.
On December 31, 1972, Roberto Clemente was killed in a tragic plane crash
while taking humanitarian aid to Nicaragua earthquake victims from his
native island of Puerto Rico. Roberto

Jr. became the spokesperson for the
family when his Mother Vera could
not attend, and was perhaps one of
the youngest speakers in the history
of Congress when he spoke about his
father's dream of a Sports City, a place
young and old would have to instruct
them in sports but more importantly
spend quality time with family and
become good and involved citizens.
Clemente Jr. moved to Bradenton, Florida after graduating high school, to attend a community college. In 1984, he
was spotted by a Philadelphia Phillies
scout, and signed by the organization,
joining their division -A team in 1985,
the same year in which he made his debut in the Puerto Rican winter baseball
league, with the Arecibo Wolves. Due to
knee and back injuries, his professional
baseball career ended and he returned
to Puerto Rico and helped his mother in
her quest to make his father's dream a
reality the Robe rto Clemente Sports City.

In 1996, Roberto Clemente Jr. launched
his broadcasting career covering the
New York Yankees for the MSG Network, Telemundo and Radio WADOAM. From 1996 to 2007, Clemente Jr'.s
broadcast resume includes hosting
Major League Baseball's Spanish version of MLB's network television show,
Baseball Max, serving as a baseball correspondent for ESPN Deportes Radio,
being named the first Latin talk show
personality in the 20-year history of
WFAN -AM (NY) and hosting the Clemente Bridge on WPGB-FM in Pittsburgh.
Roberto and his wife Melissa have
served on hundreds of charity boards,
assisted in their fund raising efforts
and have brought many celebrities to
help. Roberto Clemente Jr. continues
to inspire kids and adults alike with his
great stories and motivational speeches.

Pablo Medina

Pablo Medina is the Inter Group Relations Education and Outreach (IGR)
Director at City of Chicago Commis-

sion on Human Relations (CCHR).
Pablo manages a team of six Human
Relations Specialists who are responsible for the intergroup relations unit,
community intervention and outreach
for CCHR. Pablo has Bachelor's Degree in Latin American Studies from
the University of Illinois Chicago
Circle Campus and a Master's Degree
in Urban Planning and Policy from
the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Pablo has participated on the development of countless coalitions to address
issues pertaining to housing, economic
development, employment, education,
health, and race relations throughoutthe
city. He has helped develop many initiatives that resulted in the establishment
of institutions, primarily in the Puerto
Rican community, such as: LUCHA, Latinos United, Humboldt Park Vocational Center, IPRAC, Ruiz Belvis Cultural
Center, and the Puerto Rican Agenda.

e
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J. Hernandez
years. He is a professor in the Humanities Department at Eugenio Maria de
Hostos Community College of the
City University of New York, where he
teaches languages and literature, and
courses on Latino Studies. During this
year he has been co-coordinator of the
HOSTOS 175 th Anniversary Celebration,
a yearlong series of events commemorating Hostos's life and multiple contributions to Latin America and Latinos.

Dr. Orlando J. Hernandez was born
in Puerto Rico and has been living in
the United States for the last forty-five

Dr. Hernandez is a writer, translator, and critic who has written about
and translated contemporary Englishand Spanish-language poets, including Elizabeth Bishop, Wallace Stevens,

Elizabeth Macklin, Jose Lezama Lima,
Dionisio Canas, and Graciany Miranda
Archilla. Dr. Hernandez is currently
translating Hostos's works into English and writing a book on Hostos in
New York City in the nineteenth century. He has recovered unpublished
and uncollected documents by this
important Puerto Rican educator and
author, which will be published as part
of this study. Dr. Hernandez is also a
reader for fairness and accuracy issues in testing, for The College Board.
The title of his talk is: "Eugenio
Marfa de Hostos: Citizen of the
Americas and Patriot of the World'.'

Steve Tozer
Steve Tozer
is founding
coordinator of the
UIC
Ed.D.
Program
in
Urban
Education.
Initiated as
UIC's
first
professional
Doctorate in Education (Ed.D.), the program has received national awards for
exemplary practice from leading academic and policy organizations such as
University Council of Education Administration, the Council of the Great City
Schools, and the Bush Institute's Alliance
to Reform Education Leadership. The
UIC program is a charter member of the
Chicago Leadership Collaborative, the
nation's first higher-education/ school
district coalition to produce principals
for all high-need schools in the district.

The UIC program has twice been featured on the cover of Education Week,
once on a national PBS broadcast, and in
numerous other national publications.
Steve was educated at Dartmouth College, Loyola University, and the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC). After an early career of teaching
and leadership in early childhood education, he joined the Policy Studies faculty at UIUC, publishing a textbook for
teachers that have been continuously in
print for over 20 years. He later served
as head of Curriculum and Instruction
at UIUC; Chair of Policy Studies at UIC;
President of the American Educational
Studies Association; and President of
the Council for Social Foundations of
Education. He was named a University
Faculty Fellow at UIC and received the
Association of Teacher Education Robert J. Stevenson Award for Outstanding Leadership and Dedication to the

Education Profession. In 2014, Steve
was named University Scholar at UIC.
Steve's collaborations with colleagues
from UIC and Chicago Public Schools
have been continuously funded since
1996 by more than a dozen philanthropic foundations as well as the U.S.
Department of Education and National
Science Foundation for a total of over
$10M. Author or co-author of over 45
journal articles and book chapters, he is
Associate Editor of Educational Theory;
lead author of School and Society, Historical and Contemporary Perspectives,
7th Edition (McGraw-Hill, 2012); lead
editor of The Handbook of Research
in Social Foundations of Education
(Routledge, 2011); and author or editor
of four other books. He has chaired 35
Ph.D. dissertations, including one most
recently receiving the American Association for Colleges of Teacher Education
2014 Dissertation of the Year Award.

~
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Jose Lopez

L

Jose E. Lopez was born in 1949 in San Sebastian, Puerto Rico. In 1959, his family
moved to Chicago as part of the massive
Puerto Rican migration to the United
States. Born into a family of six brothers and sisters, Jose graduated from Tuley High School and received his B.A.
Cum Laude in the Honors Program in
History from Loyola University. He continued his studies at the University of
Chicago, receiving his M.A. in history, as
well as Danforth and Ford Fellowships
to continue his doctoral studies. He has
written extensively on the political and
social reality of Puerto Ricans in the
United States while serving as Executive
Director of The Puerto Rican Cultural

Center, Juan Antonio Corretjer, in Chicago, which he co-founded in 1973, and
he is an adjunct instructor at Northeastern Illinois University, Columbia College and the University of Illinois at Chicago. Additionally he is the co-founder
of two major community-based institutions: Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Puerto
Rican High School and El Rincon Community Health Center in 1974.

reform through the Community as
a Campus Initiative, and addressing
health inequities through the building
of a holistic community of wellness in
Chicago's Greater Humboldt Park communities. He has served on various
Boards including Bethany/ Advocate
Fund Board and presently on the Chicago Public Schools Latino Advisory Committee to CEO Barbara Byrd Bennett.

In his role as educator and activist, he
has been invited to speak at over 50
colleges and universities in the United
States, Mexico, Canada, and Puerto Rico
as well as in international forums such
as the United Nations Decolonization
Committee. For over 40 years, he has
been a leading member of the Puerto
Rican independence movement and is
also the editor of "Puerto Rican Nationalism: A Reader:' Presently, he is active
in developing a new praxis/ theory in
community and social empowerment,
particularly in the areas of educational

His writings have appeared in the following books:
• Matt Meyers (ed), We Have Not
Been Moved. (20 12)
• Joy James (ed), States of Confi nement (1999)
• Elih u Rosenb latt (ed ), Criminal In·
justice: Confro nting the Prison Crisis
(1998)
• Mered ith Minkler, Commu nity Or·
gan izing and Community Building
fo r Health and We lfare (20 12)
• Steve Whitman, et, al, Urban Health
(20 12 )

ii

Marvin Garcia
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Di recto r of the
Alternative
Schools Network of Chicago Praxis Project Leadership
and
school
improvement
initiative ,
Marvin Garcia
has dedicated over 30 years to alternative education. He served as directo r
of the Dr. Ped ro Albizu Campos High
School for 17 years, and currently serves
on seve ral boards which include the
Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High School,

'
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the Board of Trustees of Northeastern
Illinois University, the University Civil
Service Merit Board and the National
Latino Education Research and Policy
Board. He is a graduate of Northeastern Illinois University and holds two

Master Degrees in Adult Education and
Educational Leadership through National-Louis University and No rtheastern Illinois University. He was awarded
the "Community Service Fellowship" in
2000 by The Chicago Community Trust
to research educational programs across
the country and internationally that best
serve at-risk youth who have dropped
out of high school. Currently, Marvin is
an active member of the Humboldt Park
"Community as a Campus" strategic
planning committee representing the
Alternative Schools Network of Chicago.

..'
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Nilda Flores-Gonzalez
Nilda FloresGonzalez is
an
associate professor
with a joint
appointment
in
Sociology and Latin
American and
Latino Studies at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Her work focuses on
race and ethnicity, children and youth,
identity, Latino sociology and education. Her current research explores the
effects of racialization on the ways in
which Latino youth understand citizenship and belonging and struggle with
their paradoxical status as marginalized citizens and as racial minorities.
She is currently writing a book on this

topic. She is co-director of two on-going
research projects: Immigrant Mobilization Project and the New Destinations in an Old Gateway: The Interplay
between Public and Private Actors in
Shaping Local Immigration Policy. She is
also the incoming co-editor of the leading sociology journal Social Problems.
Professor Flores-Gonzalez is the author
of School Kids, Street Kids: Identity Development in Latino Students (Teachers
College Press 2002), co-editor of Marcha: Latino Chicago in the Immigrant
Rights Movement(University of Illinois
Press 2010) and co-editor of Immigrant
Women Workers in the Neoliberal Era
(University of Illinois Press 2013) .

such as race
and
Latino
identity, youth
and
social
justice, immi·
grant educa·
tion,
Puerto
Rican
high
111..1fllm,C1ma1ez
achieving stu·
dents, extra·
curricular participation and retention, and the Puerto
Rican community of Chicago. Professor
Flores-Gonzalez has received funding
from the Ford Foundation, the Nation·
al Science Foundation and the Russell
Sage Foundation.

Furthering his work with communities,
students, and teachers, Dr. Stovall works
with a collective of college professors in
California, Arizona, and New York who
teach high school courses in addition to
their duties and responsibilities as uni·
versity faculty. "I've been working with
this group for eight years. The idea is to
provide historically underserved schools
with college access through their interactions with us. We've been enrolling the
students that take classes with us in our
respective universities to get early college
credit'.'

17
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Additionally, she has published articles
and book chapters on various topics

become a member of the Greater Lawndale/ Little Village School of Social Justice
High School design team, which opened
in the Fall of 2005 where he also serves as
a volunteer social studies teacher.

1 ••

School Kids/
Street Kids

David Stovall
David Stovall
is an Associ·
ate Professor
of
Educa·
tional Policy
Studies and
African ·
American
Studies
at
the University of Illinois at Chicago (VIC).
His scholarship investigates four areas 1)
Critical Race Theory, 2) concepts of social
justice in education, 3) the relationship
between housing and education, and 4)
the relationship between schools and
community stakeholders. In the attempt
to bring theory to action, he has spent
the last ten years working with commu·
nity organizations and schools to develop
curriculum that address issues of social
justice. His current work has led him to

.

Dr. Stovall, a
native
of ChiFrom Education
cago graduated
from Luther HS
South in 1990.
He received his
undergradu ·
ate degree and
Ph.D. from the
University of
\nlhmnl hoanan
Pn)il l'a1mar & llimll SMaU
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
His motivation for going into the field
was the combination of family members,
neighbors, and members of community
organizations that supported him in do·
ing educational justice work without fear
of persecution.

lo Incarceranon
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at New York University. He received his
M.A. and Ph.D. from the Department
of Anthropology at the University of
Chicago, and his B.A. in Linguistics and
Educational Studies from Swarthmore
College.
Jonathan Rosa is an Assistant Profes·
sor in the Department of Anthropol·
ogy at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst. At UMass he holds affiliations
with the Language, Literacy, and Culture
Concentration in the School of Educa·
tion, and the Center for Latin American,
Caribbean, and Latina/ o Studies. He
also serves as the founder and director
of the Cultural and Linguistic Anthro·
pology Digital Laboratory. Previously,
Dr. Rosa was a Postdoctoral Fellow in
the Department of Social and Cultural
Analysis and Latina/ o Studies Program

L-.

Or. Rosa's community-based research,
teaching, and service focus on educa·
tional inequality, linguistic discrimina·
tion, and racial marginalization in ur·
ban contexts. He collaborates with local
communities to track these phenomena
and develop tools for understanding
and eradicating the forms of disparity to
which they correspond. He also teams
with schools and universities to develop
asset-based approaches to language and
literacy that view linguistic diversity as
a valuable resource to develop rather
than a handicap to overcome. Or. Rosa

recently completed a book manuscript,
titled Looking like a Language, Sounding
like a Race: Exclusion and Ingenuity in
the Making of Latin@ Identities, which
focuses on the creation of Latin@ iden·
tities among Mexican and Puerto Rican
students in a Chicago high school and
its surrounding communities. His com·
munity·based efforts reflect a vision of
scholarship as a platform for imagining
and enacting more just societies. In ad·
dition to these scholarly commitments,
Dr. Rosa is an ongoing participant in
public intellectual projects focused on
media representations of immigration,
language, race, and U.S. Latinas/ os. He
has been interviewed by and appeared
on outlets such as MSNBC, Huffington
Post Live, NPR, ABC/Univision, U.S.
News and World Report, and CNN.

Matt Mccanna
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Matt Mccanna is a videographer/ editor for the Puerto Rican Cultural Cen·
ter (PRCC) in Chicago, Illinois. Having
recorded over 50 cultural events in the
Humboldt Park area he edits them for
on line consumption. His work with the
PRCC is what inspired him to attend
Columbia College Chicago and pursue
a degree in Film/ Video. Realizing how
fun, expressive, and liberating the digi·

tal art form was, he immediately knew
it was his dream job. In 2013, his ultra
short film 'Safe Passage' was selected to
be a top 25 finalist in the International
Filminute Festival. Despite it being a
short film festival the judges were re·
spected filmmakers from all over the
world, including critically acclaimed
director Richard Linklater. Additionally,
Matt has worked at Roberto Clemente
Community Academy (RCCA) for the
last four years as a mentor in the College
Pipeline Program. Working each year
with 10 -15 students to build a portfolio
that prepares the students for college life
at Columbia College Chicago. In 2014 he
received his Bachelor's degree in Film/
Video from Columbia. He continues to

Matt speaking at an International Human
Rights Day event in support of
Oscar Lopez Rivera

work at RCCA & the PRCC, as well as
to direct for Turtle Rabbit Productions.
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Oscar Lopez Ri vera
Querida Karina,
Cuando eras pequefla sentias curiosidad por saber que me daban de comer
yen tus visitas solfas preguntarme si no
extraflaba los dulces o los helados. En
tu mentalidad de nifla proyectabas de
esa forma una preocupacion leg[tima
por entender como se alimentaba tu
abuelo.

Si diflcil resulta para la mayor[a de los
vegetarianos poder llevar su dieta estando en libertad viviendo una vida
normal imag[nate lo que cuesta ser vegetariano en prision. Es casi imposible.
Solo la tenacidad y el empeflo por mantener los principios hasta en lo que uno
come hacen posible que a pesar de los
aflos de encierro pueda considerarme
todav[a un buen vegetariano.
Eso no solo consiste en cumplir con
unos preceptos alimenticios que excluyen cualquier tipo de carne. Te confieso que, a veces, no me ha quedado
mas remedio que comer lo que me
ponen en el plato para no morirme de
hambre, pero dentro de mi corazon, en
la conviccion de que no lo har[a si tuviera otra cosa, me he mantenido firme.
Eso es lo que vale en la vida y en cosas
tan aparentemente triviales como lo
que uno come: la firmeza en la idea.

Muchas de las comidas que nos dan es
lo que llaman "junk food'; contienen
qu[micos y preservativos perjudiciales
para la salud. En ocasiones, evitando
comer carne, me he tenido que conformar con una fruta pasada y un trozo de
pan rancio. Vienen en bolsitas que estan etiquetadas con un letrero que dice
"para uso institucional solamente'; o
sea, que es buena solo para presos.
Algunos nutricionistas advierten que si
la etiqueta de un alimento tiene mas de
cinco ingredientes, varios de ellos con
una base qu[mica que no estci identificada, no debe comerse. La comida que
se sirve "for institutional use only" tiene
por lo menos 25 ingredientes diferentes
yes diflcil identificarlos. As[ que la evito
siempre que puedo.
Los primeros cinco aflos que pase en
prision no tuve problemas con mi dieta,
me las arreglaba para ten er acceso a vegetales, granos y cereales. Pero cuando
fui enviado a la prision de maxima seguridad en Marion todo cambio. Loque
me daban era casi siempre incomible.
Tuve que transar algunas veces y probar
algun pescado o pollo, cocinados de
manera poco saludable, pero me negue
en redondo cuando se trataba de cerdo
ode cualquier carne roja.
Un d[a, el alcaide de la prision me pregunto si ten[a algun problema y le explique que con la poca luz que hab[a en
la celda no pod[a leer ni dibujar. Aquel
hombre se compadecio de m[ y ordeno
que me proporcionaran una lcimpara
de 180 vatios. Un d[a, se me ocurrio que
si pon[a un pedazo de carton sobre la

lcimpara, pod[a calentar agua. As[ empece a prepararme cafe por mi cuenta.
Meis tarde, ayudcindome con esa ben dita bombilla, aprend[ a poner frijoles,
verduras y ajos en una bolsa plcistica y,
al cabo de una hora, ten[a una comida
caliente con todos los ingredientes
necesarios para una dieta equilibrada.
La creatividad que se puede encontrar
en la ccircel no es imaginable para personas que nunca han estado expuestas a
un ambiente tan hostil y esteril. Hemos
estado sin un microondas durante meses. Pero somos lo suficientemente
creativos para saber superar el desaflo.
Y, del mismo modo, tratamos de superarlo cuando no tenemos acceso a las
duchas o las areas de ejercicio.
Hoy d[a, camino de cumplir 72 aflos,
trato de consumir avena, arroz integral,
fideos y frijoles refritos. A veces, compro el atun en bolsitas que venden en
la comisar[a de la prision. Esas bolsitas
traen mas agua que otra cosa, pero aqu[
no nos estci permitido comprar ningun
producto enlatado.
lQue que quiero comer cuando salga de

la ccircel? Tantas cosas y ninguna. A lo
mejor me conformo con mordisquear
una brizna de hierba mientras miro el
mar. El hambre principal que tengo es
el del calor humano de la gente y eso se
saciarci con el abrazo de tantos buenos
puertorriqueflos que se que me estarcin
esperando.
En resistencia y lucha, tu abuelo,
Oscar Lopez Rivera

~
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Fiesta Boricua's Youth Corridor:

An Expression of Arts, Activism and
Community Awareness
Marfa Borrero

The Youth Leadership Institute
Youth Corridor during Fiesta Boricua

BACCA youth leader Mia Espinosa getting
petitions during Fiesta Boricua

This year's Youth Corridor had the mis- Guzman and Mia Espinosa, who raised
sion of expressing and promoting all the more than $130 in water bottles for our
services that are directed towards Hum- anti -underage drinking campaign under
boldt Park's youth development anded - the leadership of Program Coordinator
ucational services. The National Boricua Maria Borrero. The Union for Puerto
Human Rights was well represented by Rican Students (UPRS) was also present
Alyssa Villegas and Matt Mccanna - - who, in addition to many other
tasks, were in charge of collecting .----..--...: :-:::-::--..-petitions, distributing flyers, andeducating the public on Oscar Lopez
Rivera. In total, more than 900 petitions and over $600 were collected
in our "jail challenge'; where the
audience had the chance to experiment what it was like to be i'nside
a prison cell and collect $33, representing the 33 years of Oscar's imprisonment, in order to be released.
Barrio Arts, Culture, and Communications Academy's (BACCA) underage
drinking awareness program was also
represented by youth leaders Michelle

.

with the new UIC Chapter President Ian
Torres and Que Ondee Sola's Editor-inChief Alyssa Villegas and UPRS at NEIU
President Rebecca Rios. A gentrification

20

Maria Borrero and Columbia College student
Jesse Iniguez staffing the BACCA table

model designed by UIC's architecture
student Joel Aguilera and Gustavo Varela
from Generation Lwas one of the main
attractions, since it showed an artistic
reflection of our community's struggle
to maintain all the amazing Latino services and resources that we offer.
The Youth Corridor included educational resources as well. The
University of Illinois at Chicago
brought representatives from
the Latino Cultural Center and
• the LARES program and Roberto
Clemente Community Academy
(RCCA) had a presence, making
the youth corridor an amazing arrange of educational and artistic
presentations. In total, the Youth
Corridor raised more than $1,500!
All these efforts were a success thanks
to the collaboration of the leaders mentioned above, who feel a strong commitment to our community's future.
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College Pipeline:
RESTRUCTURING PEER EDUCATION
Rebecca Rios
lhe College Pipeline Program provides
the senior class of Roberto Clemente
Community Academy with additional
support in accessing higher education,
self actualizing, and understanding
their academic potential, while breaking social/ financial / academic barriers.
Mentors develop students' leadership
skills throughout the school year along
with job readiness and future planning. Once students are accepted into
universities, mentors navigate students
through university processes and link
students to resources on campus. lhis
program is very unique in the way we
think about learning and mentorship.
We see students as leaders and we
know that they have incredible poten-

tial, being students ourselves and fac ing the same obstacles not long ago. All
mentors in the program are students
from Northeastern Illinois University, University of Illinois at Chicago,
and Columbia College Chicago and
work with a group of students are are
interested in their respective schools.
As a mentor myself, this program has been incredibly rewarding and
it is a job that I love. It is also something
that is so necessary in our community.
Having grown up in Humboldt Park,
I love being able to work there and really feel like I can make an impact, and
help my students self actualize their full
potential and all the incredible things
they can achieve. I also know from ex-

perience that it is definitely not easy! I
was lucky to have an older brother to
guide me and help me with college.
However, some students don't and will
be the first to go to college so I also see
myself as a big sister. I can also be the
help they need when they pick classes
(and professors) and need to know
what offices to go to for any help they
need. As a student myself, I've learned
how to get some free textbooks and
how to communicate with professors,
which didn't happen right away. lhese
little details about my specific school
really help my students when they start
and its awesome getting to share those
things with my students and getting
to know all their goals and dreams.

Meetings
every second and last

Thursday of the month

3pm-4pm
in room E041 be low Beck's Bookstore.
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Sohre 33 Mujeres x Oscar

Mensaje de Secretaria de la
Gobernaci6n, Ingrid M. Vila Biaggi
cos de justicia, humanidad y compasion,
desde la perspectiva de los derechos humanos y de solidaridad con quien ya ha
pagado con su libertad una condena que
es, a todas luces, excesiva e irrazonable.

Women gather for for 33 minutes calling for
Oscar Lopez Rivera's release.

Clarisa Lopez, hija del prisionero polfti co puertorriqueflo que mas tiempo ha
cumplido en carceles de los Estados
Unidos. Tambien nos acompaflan hoy:

Resulta inexplicable e indignante que
Oscar Lopez continue en prision en un
mundo donde se rechaza y se combate
a diario el abuso polftico; un mundo
que exigio y logro, hace decadas, el fin
del Apartheid y la excarcelacion de Nel son Mandela; un mundo que rechaza
con fuerza la opresion y el abuso. Resul-

igualdad a traves del mundo entero, sea
la misma que no le permita libertad a
Oscar Lopez. Por esto, con respeto, pero
con fuerza y determinacion, nos unimos al reclamo de miles de personas, en
especial de mujeres de diversos sectores, que exigen la excarcelacion de Oscar Lopez. Esperamos que el Presidente
demuestre, antes que culmine su mandato, su capacidad de conciliar y lograr
mayor justicia y democracia dentro de la
propia nacion americana, otorgandole
a Oscar el perdon presidencial. Nuestro
Gobernador, Alejandro Garda Padilla,
asi lo solicito el 20 de febrero de 2013.
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Rosana Lopez, senadora
Carmen
Yulfn Cruz, alcaldesa de San Juan,
Ana R[os, Secretaria de Salud, Carmen Guerrero, Sec. De Recursos Naturales Marfa de Lourdes Santiago,
senadora, Liliana Ramos Collado, di rectora del Instituto de Cultura y Sonia pacheco representante, entre otras.
En unos momentos, todas las funcionarias habremos de cumplir un acto
simbolico que consta de 33 minutos,
cada minuto representando un aflo de
ca.reel cumplido por Oscar. Oscar fue
sentenciado en 1981 a cumplir una con dena de 70 aflos por el cargo de conspiracion sediciosa. Segun su sentencia,
podrfa salir en libertad para el 2023
(i9 aflos mas de ca.reel!). Hoy tiene 71
aflos de edad y estamos convencidas de
que jya es hora de que regrese a casa!
Como portavoz de este acto, siento que
debo enmarcarlo en los principios basi-

33 women meet every last Sunday and demand the release of
Oscar Lopez Rivera.

Mayor of San Juan, Puerto Rico holds a flag
with the face of Oscar during the
33 Mujers x Oscar gathering.

ta ironico que la nacion que profesa y
lidera la lucha en pro de la democracia e
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La liberacion de Oscar Lopez rebasa divisiones polfticas. Aqu[ hay
un pueblo que reclama accion del
Presidente con la misma fuerza y
vigor con la que reclamo la salida de
la Marina de Vieques. Este reclamo,
esta lucha, no debe cesar hasta lograr
su objetivo. Reafirmamos nuestra
solidaridad con Oscar y le decimos:
jaqu[ te esperamos, pronto seras libre!

e

Celebrating Roberto Clemente Community Academy's 40th Anniversary

e

Oscar recibi6 visita
de delegacion de CLARIDAD
Una delegaci6n de la Direcci6n del semanario CLARIDADtuvo laoportunidad
de compartir con el prisionero politico
puertorriquefio Oscar Lopez Rivera, cuando el pasado domingo 31 de agosto
y el lunes I de septiembre, lo visitaron
en la prisi6n de Terre Haute, Indiana.
Los licenciados Florencio Merced Rosa,
Lourdes Muriente Perez y Rafael Emmanuelli, de la Junta Directiva de CLAR·
IDAD, a los que se uni6 el licenciado y
profesor de Derecho Pedro Saade, se
reunieron con Oscar el domingo 31 de
agosto y lunes I de agosto, e intercambiaron con el patriota sobre diversos
temas nacionales e internacionales y la
campafia de solidaridad por su excarcel-
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CLARIDAD de legationduring FB 20 14

aci6n en Puerto Rico y Estados Unidos.
La abogada y representante legal de Oscar, Jan Susler, acompafi6 a los delegados de CLARIDAD durante sus visitas.

La noche del viernes se celebr6 una
cena en el Museo Nacional de Arte y
Cultura Puertorriquefia, previo a la Fiesta Boricua, en honor a los invitados especiales. Estuvo presente la delegaci6n
del pueblo de San Lorenzo, su Alcalde y
toda una delegaci6n que incluy6 al trovador Roberto Silva, y un grupo musical. Tambien estuvo el concejal Roberto
Maldonado y el congresista boricua
Luis V. Gutierrez. En un momento dado
el lider puertorriquefio de Chicago
y hermano de Oscar, Jose, reconoci6
los representantes de CLARIOAD y los
hizo pasar al frente junto con Gutierrez. Merced Rosa ofreci6 un mensaje a
nombre de los cuatro y de CLARIDAD.

Detroit's Fiesta Boricua Dedicated to
Oscar Lopez Rivera & Julia de Burgos
Matt Mccanna

National Boricua Hu man Rights
Network Detriot Chapter during
Fiesta Boricua.

On August 23rd four members of the Chicago chapter of the National Boricua Human Rights Network (NBHRN) attended a

Puerto Rican festival in Detroit. There they
met with Raquelle Sada and the Detroit
chapter of NBHRN to staff a table and engage the mostly Puerto Rican community
on the unjust incarceration of Oscar Lopez
Rivera. The main goal was to ask the community for signatures on letters addressed
to President Obama calling for the release
of Oscar. In doing so they collected 150 petitions in a span of s hours. Additionally,
Jessie Fuentes performed poetry and educated a crowd of hundreds on the details
of Cesar's conviction and incarceration of
33 years and counting. Reflecting on the
event, NBHRN member Matt Mccanna
stated "the willingness to sign letters and
unflinching support for the release of Oscar

NBHRN members preparing for
Detroit's Fiesta Boricua

among the members of Detroit is a big step
to having Oscar back home with us soon''.

f) Clemente Learners are:
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